
RAVE REVIEWS 

Dr.John Granrose, past Director of Studies 

for the C.G. Jung Institute in Zürich, 

Switzerland, and Emeritus Professor of 

Philosophy at the University  of Georgia. He 

lectures world wide on magic, archetypes 

and Jung's teachings. 

“It is sometimes difficult to integrate 

different systems of symbols. I greatly 

admire the creative approach of the 

remarkable White Light Tarot in combining 

the traditional Major and Minor Arcana, the 

Chakra system and Reiki teachings. I also 

find the "keywords" provided at the top of 

each card to be a helpful addition. Some of 

the paintings used on the cards are 

strikingly vivid, The Lovers and The Tower, 

for example. Others have a more subdued 

mood, but one which can help the user 

personally identify with the card. The Fool 

and The Magician are examples of this. I 

am sure that this new interpretation of the 

Tarot will bring light and blessings to many. 

In addition to the excellent cards, I have 

found the website 

http://whitelighttarot.com to have many 

valuable aids to using this important new 

deck.” 

MORE RAVE REVIEWS 

“The art is more abstract than ultra-

realistic, generating meaning from the 

colours and lines as well the underlying 

tarot symbolism. I think it’s best for those 

with an interest in reiki, being one of the 

few – if not the only - deck combining reiki 

and tarot energies, but the deck could also 

work well for intuitive tarot readers.” … 

“Hints of both the Rider-Waite and Thoth 

deck appear, and, more strongly, modern 

life and figures from politics.” Highlights 
from Solandia’s review at  Aeclectic.net. 
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A new deck that incorporates the 

reiki energy system 
*  

Each image incorporates 
reiki healing and heat 

*  

Interpretations inclusive of 
esoteric old world symbols, other 

cultures, and the 21st century 
*  

Keywords and chakra colors 
  facilitate clear understanding 

quickly 

 



A POWERFUL  
REIKI 
ENERGIZED 
TAROT DECK 

 

SYMBOLS 

Some of my warmest memories are 

hanging out with friends, 

lounging on big comfy 

easy chairs, talking out 

our problems, reading 

tarot, and just connecting. 

It opened me to feeling 

the world at a higher 

level. 

Symbols are like that; 

they remind us of our 

divinity. The tarot is a 

great tool because it 

eases us softly into 

meditation allowing 

us to connect inward 

and become present in 
a very concrete way.  

The Light from Within 

deck is even better 

because it offers the 

added bonus of gentle, 

healing reiki energy 

infusion, assigned 

chakras, and 
keywords.  

Here's how it works, each card's keyword 

and assigned chakra color work together 

to actually tell you where and how to 

focus your attention.  

 

Anatomy of a 

Reiki-Tarot Card 

  
 

The keyword is like the essence or the 

meaning of the card. It will help focus 

your mind quickly. Chakras, remember, 

are the spinning energy wheels of light 

that line up and down your spine. They're 

associated with various physiological 

functions and keep the spiritual, mental, 

emotional and physical health of the 

body in balance, and each has a 

particular color. By knowing where you 

need to focus your attention, you are 

empowered, and you are in control of 

realigning your energy. 

A fresh look can offer an 

easy way of getting back 

into alignment, fast. 

Did you know that Reiki is taught at 

nursing schools because of its powerful 

ability to realign and relax patients? In 

fact, the Yale School of Nursing 
advocates using reiki. 

"Reiki uses touch to facilitate relaxation, 

reduce stress, manage pain and promote 

healing. “ 

Yale School of Nursing further endorses 

the use of reiki… 

“Caregivers are encouraged to perform 

Reiki to stimulate the body's homeostatic 

response and also to perform Self-Reiki 

to relieve their own stress and boost 

energy."  

The Light from Within deck can truly 

help you brainstorm solutions because of 

the evolved keywords that create 

connections that you normally might not 

think of, and at the same time indicate 

which main chakra energy centers are 

misaligned, stagnated, overcompensating 
or unfocused. Think of it!  

Exact instructions on where you need to 

concentrate your energies to get what 

you desire. 

 

WHITE LIGHT TAROT 

~ the light from within 

 
http://www.whitelighttarot.com 

 

REI-KI 


